
'Sense of Place' Permeates

Short Stories by Mary Bush
By JAMES McKEEVER

The Post-StandardBack at the family home
stead on New Boston Road in
Canastota, Mary Bush did most

of her writing in a tiny cubbyhole off
the kitchen.

The converted closet wasn't big
enough for a desk, so she improvised
with a leaf of a table supported by two
piles of cinder blocks.

Bush has since moved up in the
literary world — she teaches crea
tive writing and literature at Hamil
ton College, has a home of her own
outside Syracuse, and a book of short
stories, published this month by Wil-

M

Ham Morrow and Co., Inc.
And she no longer writes on the

leaf of a table held up by cinder
blocks; she bought a door and laid
that across the blocks.

Bush is not one to get too worked up
over celebrity, even if her first book,
"A Place of Light" (254 pages, $18.95),
has received favorable reviews from
Publishers' Weekly, Newsday and The
New York Times, among others.

"People have been asking me,
'Aren't you thrilled? Aren't you
excited?' " Bush said. "I'm real happy
the book got finished and published,
but I didn't think I'd ever get it
polished enough. It seemed to take

forever to get the
damn book done."

Indeed, two stories
in the collection —

"Muskrat" and "Cure"
— are 10 years old.

In 1980, when Bush
was working toward
post-graduate degrees
at Syracuse Univer
sity, Raymond Carver
read "Muskrat" and
told Bush to "send it
out." Black Warrior
Review accepted the
story and published it
in 1981. A different

version appears in the
book.

Bush, 40, grew up in
Canastota, in what she
describes as "a big
Italian family." (The
family name was shor
tened from Bucci.) The
center of activity was
Bush's grandmother's
house nearby, where
relatives of all sorts
were in and out all the
time.

While Bush was
writing these and
other stories, she occa
sionally would start
with a rough idea for a
plot or a character
sketch, and then pres
ent it to a family
member, usually her
mother or her cousin
Patti.

"What happens
next?" she would ask
them, and then try to
incorporate those
ideas into the piece.
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Mary Bush's "A Place of Light" features vivid
emotions and Canastota-based backgrounds. (See IN, Page C-2)










